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sive collection of tens of thousands of prehistoric obiects and
bones that are available to researchers from around tire world.
It also incorporates a research structure associated with CNRS,
as well as a constanrly-evolving rechnological platform that
applies medical scans and 3D imaging to paleontology. This
extends to the recently-launched "scannothèque,,-an image
bank that already boasts the medical scans of some 15 fosiil
specimens from Ëurope and Asia.

In its quest to find the earliest traces left by our forebears.
Lhe IPH plays an acLive role in the 6eld, coordinaùne and ftrnd-
ing leading edge research projects. prehistoric sitei in France
(the Tautavel and Le Lazaret caves), Africa (Ethiooia and
Mauritania), and Asia (lndia, China. South Korea) are analyzed
using an array of methods including magnerostratigraphy.
geochronology, or even palynology (the study of pollens ànâ
spores). "In every project, the pdmary goal is to improve our
understanding of early humans and their daily life on different
continents," de Lumley explains. The results are often
remarkable. For example, explorations in the Fejei region of

southern Ethiopia in 2002 led to the
discoveryof remains of ancient hominids
of the Australopithecus anamensis type,'Based on the associated fauna, these
human remains are probably between 4.2
and 5 million years old,,,says de Lumlerr.These 

were the very first humans, who
probably subsisted as scavengers.r,
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BY PAIRICIA CHAIROPOULOs

I n th€ imposing Parisian building
I that has housed its omces ever since its
I creation, the Human Paleontology
Institute (IPH)' celebrated its centennial
this year. The festivities included a serres
oflectures aimed at the general public, a
travell ing exhibit ion. the launch of a
Franco Monacan commemotative
stamp, and an international conference
(]une 2-6) that brought together 78
researchers from various frelds (geology,
paleontology, paleobotany, etc.) and from
24 countries to discuss the lives and
lifestyles ofour remote ancestols.

The IPH is entirely dedicated to shed
ding light on the very frrst humans. Who
were they? How did they live from day to
day? What were the consequences of
major technological breakthroughs such
as the development of stone tools or the
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Paleoirtoiogy From on-site excavations to the dissemination of knowledgq, the
Human Paleontology lnstitute is dedicated to studying the history of earlf Érm"ns.

In the Footsteps of
Mankind

domestication offire? These are some of
the mysteries that the members of the
IPH have been striving to solve since its
creation in 1910.

The institute's founder was none
other than Prince Albert I of Monaco.'A learned, erudite man, he was keenlv
interested in the origitr" of -"rr-b;ii
from a scientific and a philosophical
point ofview," explains Henryde Lumley,
IPH director since 1981. 'After seeinq the
Paleolithic cave paintings at CantJbrre
(Spain) in July 1909, and upon the advice
of the Abbot Henri Breuil and of
Marcell in Boule, a professor of
paleontology at the Museum ofNatural
History, the pdnce decided to flnance the
institute, which he conceived as an
independent entity with no ties to any
other institution.

At its recently-renovated 1200 m,
headquarters, the IPH houses an exten-


